
GENERAL 

INFORMATION  
“TIMELINE” at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2013  



Who are TwoBox Productions? 

A new professional company formed by two Nottingham New Theatre alumni, Lauren Grant and 

Lawrence Bolton, TwoBox Productions aims to produce socially relevant theatre by tapping into 

popular culture. 

Our work is vibrant, original and relatable but, above all fun. The humour from our productions 

comes from the reality of the situations and events we portray on stage.  

For more information and to get a better feel for the company visit our website: 

www.twoboxproductions.co.uk 

Facebook:        Twitter: 

https://www.facebook.com/TwoBoxProductions  @TwoBoxTheatre 

 

What is Timeline?  

Timeline is a piece of verbatim theatre with a twist. We have collected a vast number of 

interactions between university students across social media networking sites (with their consent) 

and collated these to produce a piece of theatre. Timeline follows a group of friends as they deal 

with love, friendship, exam stress and generally learning to live as adults. The stories formed 

capture the reality of human emotion in a humorous, but always honest way: from a girls (very 

late) first kiss to two boys awkwardly discussing sex everything on stage feels so authentic and 

relevant because it has been said and lived by real people. Timeline gives you the chance to read 

the private messages behind the otherwise extremely public domain of social media.  Being so 

accessible, Timeline is a fresh piece of theatre with a nostalgic twist, which we believe is perfect 

for the Fringe. 

   

Where are we based? 

Rehearsals will be taking place between London and the University of Nottingham; however, the 

performances are taking place for a short run in London and then for a full run in Edinburgh  

 

When does everything begin? 

Rehearsals for the cast will begin in May. We will be taking “Timeline” up for a full run at the 

Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2013 in August. We will also be performing the production on 22nd and 

23rd July for a preview run in London. This preview will allow us the chance to gain impressive 

reviews, which will enhance our publicity and notoriety for the Edinburgh Festival Fringe and have 

a lot of fun while doing it! 

 


